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My projects aim is to help reduce political polarisation by 
encouraging young people to turn out to vote. This was a 
direct response of my research, looking into the effects social 
media has on political polarisation and how it is further 
marginalising already politically disconnected young people, 
allowing more radical voters to have a larger share of the vote.

The two graphs on the right clearly show a gap emerging in 
centre politics due to political polarisation. The top graph 
shows the mean positions of each party’s supporters in 2015, 
the bottom graph shows each party’s supporters in 2017 
(Wheatley). 

Although many factors contribute to political polarisation, 
voter turnout and general political engagement proved to be 
lacking amongst young people and proved to be a huge factor 
contributing to modern-day political polarisation. As seen 
on the right-hand side, the UK’s voter turnout - although 
fluctuating - has seen an average decrease since 1950. To add 
to this, young people tend to be the least likely age group 
to turn out to vote, with - although previously higher than 
expected - 64% of registered voters aged 18 to 24 taking part 
in the EU referendum. This turnout is low in comparison 
to the 65 and over age range, with 90% of them taking part 
(Helm). The graph on the right-hand side shows that young 
people are consistently the least likely to vote. 

The relevance of political polarisation and the effects Brexit 
has on it has remained, with the UK still in no consensus 
over the issue and discussions still going strong. News outlets 
such as the BBC still produce articles about the effects of 
Coronavirus and Brexit (Jack), reporting on how both issues 
are affecting individuals and the country as a whole. 

I chose Brexit as the main issue underlined in Land Ahoy, not 
only due to its relevance, but also due to its many causations 
and side effects making it a good case study for modern-day 
political polarisation. Initially, the aim was just to highlight 
the importance of this issue but quickly developed into a 
tool to demonstrate the importance of proper debate and 
compromise, all be it in a board game format. 

The project has evolved from focusing purely on political 
polarisation to encompassing lock-down boredom. This is 
a result of the design decision to make a board game, that 
addresses political polarisation.

DESIGN ISSUEDESIGN ISSUE
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USER + STAKEHOLDERSUSER + STAKEHOLDERS
CHARLIE DAY

Age: 21
Occupation: Student 

Charlie is a student at Bristol University. He loves board games and will often 
buy and play complex games with his friends from home, such as Dead Of 
Winter. His house-mates at uni don’t tend to play board games, but since 
lock-down have shown more of an interest. 

He has little knowledge of politics and often finds himself voting for who 
his friends vote for. These days he feels politically disconnected, and debates 
whether he should vote at all.

DEANDRA REYNOLDS

Age: 24
Occupation: Bar Tender  

Deandra is a bar tender at her local pub. She is really interested in politics 
having studied International Relations at Sussex University and was part of 
her university debate team. Subsequently, she loves to debate with regulars at 
work, listening to their differing views. 

Her friends on the other hand are not as politically inclined. They don’t like 
discussing politics, leaving Deandra missing her debate team. She wants to 
find a way to get her friends thinking about politics, but trying to get them 
engaged proves futile. With the recent lock-down, her and her house-mates 
are trying board games and have started to get bored of Monopoly.   

Political Engagement

"I’ve never really been interested in politics. I voted for the first time during 
the EU referendum, but that was mainly because my house-mates kept 
hassling me to do so. I don’t feel like either main party appeals to me"

Board game experience

"I love board games and how they can bring friends together. My favourite 
being Dead Of Winter. I wish my house-mates were more interested. 
Although, with this lock-down, they’ve been asking about them more."

Openness to discussion

"I tend to shy away from political discussion, simply out of fear of sounding 
dumb. My house mates are always so knowledgeable in politics, whilst I’d 
prefer to discuss a topic I know more about."

Political Engagement

"I love politics and especially debating it. I’m thinking of becoming a 
politician one day, but I know it’ll be hard work. I often lecture my friends on 
the importance of voting, with most of them clearly not interested."

Board game experience

"I’ve only ever really played the traditional board games, such as Monopoly. 
It’s good fun but gets boring very quickly. Me and my friends have exhausted 
the game and are thinking of ordering a different game."

Openness to discussion

"I often reminisce the days of my debate team. My friends don’t like debating 
politics and the locals are very stubborn to opposing views. If only there was 
a way to make politics more accessible and fun for my friends."
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CONTEXTCONTEXT
Although young people are consistently the least likely to 
vote and thus are the least politically engaged, the 18 to 24 
year old demographic are starting to vote more. In fact, the 
greatest number of 18 to 24-year-olds turned out to vote in a 
general election for 25 years during the 2017 general election 
(Burn-Murdoch). Although they are still the least likely to 
vote, there is an increased interest in politics amongst young 
people. 

As shown on the right, in this ever more polarised nation, 
age is a huge factor. With the vast majority of younger people 
finding themselves on the left, whilst most older generation 
find themselves on the right of politics. This puts huge 
emphasis on political interest and debate, as younger people 
are less likely to go out of their way to discuss politics with 
the older generation, with the small numbering exception of 
grand parents.

Politics has been made to purposely be hard to access, with 
many young people put off from engaging politically. Amy 
Heley, the Green Party representative for Preston Park, was 
asked about how her party tackle issues around political 
polarisation, and in particular, why she thinks young people 
are often discouraged from politics. She said, “ I think politics 
is deliberately made quite inaccessible- the parliamentary 
language, the lack of political education, and the London-
centric nature of politics makes it difficult for young people 
to engage with politics.” (See appendix page 1). The fact that 
the Green Party want to change the voting system and lower 
the voting age to 16, to focus on this issue, shows that it is 
not only relevant, but that it is an issue unaddressed by main-
stream politics. 

Although it was good hear about the policies the Green 
Party plan to implement to encourage young people to vote, 
it was sad to see that social media was currently their main 
way of encouragement. Although necessary and not all bad, 
my previous research led to finding social media campaigns 
to not only be nonaffective, they often discouraged viewers, 
often being short and punchy headlines, irritating those 
with differing beliefs and forcing the social media user away 
from engaging with that party. These types of headlines and 
campaigns only reasserted those with the beliefs in the first 
place. This has led to an enthuses for no phone apps being 
used as part of the design.   

Both Brexit and Coronavirus have and will undoubtedly 
change our lives. Although mostly being affected negatively, 
there are some silver linings. The recent lock-down has made 
boardgames much more popular, thus more relevant than 
they have ever been before. Boardgame sales skyrocketed 
240% in the first week of lock-down alone (Butler), with 
households turning to more traditional methods of 
entertainment. 

 

(Long)

(Thrower)
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DESIGN ANTECEDENTSDESIGN ANTECEDENTS

There are plenty of boardgames on the market, but not many carry a political 
message behind them. 

One game that takes the task of underlining a serious real-life issue in a 
boardgame literally, is the game ‘Train’. The game starts off innocently enough, 
each turn you roll a die and either add that many passengers to your train car, 
or move your train car that many spaces forward. The objective is to deliver 
passengers to a series of locations, the names of which are printed on “terminus” 
cards. Event cards can be played to speed your car forward, switch tracks, block 
other people’s forward progress, take over other players’ cars, or derail a train 
car (“Train”). The game takes a very serious derail at the end, with the winning 
player flipping over the terminus card and revealing the destination to be a 
concentration camp. This game undoubtedly portrays it’s message in a way that 
shocks the user and leaves them thinking about the final solution afterwards. 
Although, this game was only intended to be an art piece, with only one copy of 
the game being produced. It is not intended to be replayed, with it’s aim being to 
shock the player into not wanting to play it again, but instead think about it’s underlining problem. 

Although Train can be used as a good example of shock factor and how to deeply portray a message, it’s lack of replayability doesn’t allow users to keep 
playing it and discover more meanings behind it, rather it is an art piece that people read about, temporarily making them think about the issue, without 
furthering their interests.

TRAIN: AN ART GAME CREATED TO EXPLORE COMPLICITY

SECRET HITLER: A SOCIAL DEDUCTION GAME
Secret Hitler is a social deduction game for 5-10 people about finding and 
stopping the Secret Hitler. Players are secretly divided into two teams: the 
liberals, who have a majority, and the fascists, who are hidden to everyone but 
each other. If the liberals can learn to trust each other, they have enough votes to 
control the elections and save the day. But the fascists will say whatever it takes 
to get elected, advance their agenda, and win the game (“secrethitler”). It aims to 
teach users the way Hitler used the political structure of early 1930s Germany to 
his advantage, during his rise to power. 

The game is also very enjoyable, with huge replayability. Although simple, where 
it changes in each game, is in the psychological deception part of it, allowing 
players to be on different sides each time and having to start the detective work 
all over again. 

This was clearly a huge influence for Land Ahoy, with the teams and 
psychological deception part of the game, deriving from Secret Hitler. 

RISK: A GAME OF STRATEGIC CONQUEST
The extremely popular game Risk, when played may not come across as having an 
underling message or rather simply just gave players the ability to fight for world 
conquest. But when looked at closer, it teaches players about when and where you 
should form alliances. Compromising and discussing with other players is key, and 
offers it’s own version of psychological deception, in that no player knows whether 
they can trust their ally or not, with players often leaving the room to secretly 
discuss plans and creating arguments over broken promises. 

The way it and other similarly influenced games create these alliances of trust 
was really interesting, with the political climate that Brexit created being not too 
dissimilar. MPs would often not truly know who was on each others side, and 
alliances were broken with backstabbing not being uncommon. 

This sense of mistrust was replicated in Land Ahoy with it’s team system giving 
players a slight hint as to who could be on their side, but no where near enough of a 
hint for them to know who to trust. 
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RESEARCHRESEARCH
LOOKING INTO DIFFERENT METHODS OF SOLVING POLITICAL 

LOOKING INTO BOARDGAME DESIGN

Initially, the idea wasn’t to create a boardgame. Initial research led to a possible 
phone app, that allowed users to discuss and debate, something social media 
does not encourage in a civil manor. 

During a tutorial, it was suggested that a boardgame might be the right path for 
the project. Boardgames allow users to experience, interacting and communicate 
with others on a personal level, something social media nor an app can do. 

It was soon realised that games are often used to portray a message and or an 
ideology, in a way not previously explored. The games shown as examples on the 
previous page were looked at, along with computer games such as Democracy 3, 
that highlight issues with the users, in a fun and interactive way. On the right is 
a screenshot of the game Democracy 3, which highlights the constant balances 
and compromises needed to be undertaken in a real democracy and eventually 
teaching the player that not everyone can be made happy.  

Once it was settled that a boardgame was going to be designed, how to 
create a boardgame and the processes it requires the designer to follow were 
needed to be researched. There didn’t seem to be any set process that one 
should take in order to design a boardgame and it all seemed quite daunting 
at first, due to the current research into boardgames showing complex 
games with multiple game mechanics working together to create an overall 
balanced and fun experience for the user. 

A games designer called Jamey Stegmaier who concisely outlines his 10 
steps he takes to design his board games such as Euphoria (Stegmaier) was 
researched. These 10 steps were then boiled down into 5 easier steps, that 
could fit within the projects time frame. These test were not only going to 
test the games playability, but also it’s highlighted message and whether it 
highlights political participation sufficiently.  

This plan had to change due to the nature of coronavirus disruption, altering 
the ideation steps taken.

STAGE 1: First Prototype 

STAGE 2: Improvements  

STAGE 3: Internal Play-Testing  

STAGE 4: External Play-Testing  

STAGE 5: Blind Play-Testing   

A first prototype in order to gain physical feedback and to more easily invision the constraints the boardgame may or may not 
have.  

Set about improving the boardgame, with most likely simplifying it and boiling it down to it’s core mechanics. 

Once the game is in a playable state, the plan was to play the boardgame with friends and gain feedback from them whilst also 
playing the game personally. 

Once improvements have been made, the next planned stage would be to give the boardgame to another group of people and 
see if they have any improvements or suggestions. 

The final stage, was planned to be a blind test, where once in an enjoyable, playable and more importantly, an easy to pick up 
and play state, the plan was to give to a third group of people with a rule book and see if they could set-up the game, then play 
it without the need for intervention.  
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RESEARCHRESEARCH
IMPORTANT ASPECTS THE BOARDGAME NEEDED TO ADDRESS 

PRIMARY RESEARCH

Right from the beginning, it was clear that the boardgame needed to be 
politically based, with role playing being important, to allow players to put 
themselves in a mind set that they aren’t used to. This is mainly so that users 
political biases could not take over when playing and discussing.

Another issue with politically driven boardgames, is cognitive dissonance. 
The idea that if placed in a situation involving conflicting attitudes, beliefs or 
behaviours, that the affected person will experience mental discomfort and will 
alter their attitudes, beliefs or behaviours to reduce this discomfort (McLeod). 

Going into ideation it was clear that role playing and making sure to not 
facilitate an environment for cognitive dissonance, were extremely important 
factors to consider. Making sure that the game had enough political context 
for the player to see the message, whilst also taking enough context out of their 
experience for there not to be any political biases. 

The game would also need to create discussion and debate, with games such as 
Secret Hitler and Risk enabling this, through creating an environment where 
the players are in the unknown and naturally find themselves discussing with 
one another the unknown situation they fins themselves in. This also fuels the 
fear of the unknown, which gives the players a rush whilst playing. 

All these factors can be seen to be considered in Land Ahoy, with the Brexit 
political environment context being taken out of modern day UK, and placed 
on a frigate in the 1700s. Although, with them voting for leave and remain, the 
context is still obvious enough, without facilitating political biases.        

To first understand what the boardgame should be about, some primary 
research into existing boardgames needed to be done. 

It was clear that games that created discussion and allowed players to 
role play needed to be explored. This is why Secret Hitler was first chosen 
to explore this type of boardgames. It was really enjoyable, with much 
discussion going on, and with Secret Hitler being available to download and 
print at home - all be it in a black and white format - made it very easy to 
obtain. 

The particularly notable aspects taken from playing Secret Hitler with 
friends, was the hidden identities and teams that caused so much discussion 
and anxiety, due to the unknown. Also, the voting mechanic worked 
smoothly and efficiently, counting down from 3 and flipping simple yes or 
no cards, worked very well. As well as the chancellor role and how it put 
people with power in the spotlight. 

These three aspects were all taken and put changed to suit Land Ahoy. The 
voting mechanic voting in the Captain, clearly a spin-off the chancellor role 
in Secret Hitler and the hidden objectives hiding each players side, creating 
a similar unknown environment to Secret Hitler. Although, this hidden 
objective mechanic was expanded in Land Ahoy, with three different types 
of objectives, being placed among two teams.

Another game tested out was Dead Of Winter. Land Ahoy is heavily based 
of this game, due to the unknown ‘betrayer’ mechanic. In essence, one 
or two players may be against the rest of the group, who are fighting for 
survival against the zombie hordes. This, along with being able to play 
hidden cards on group objectives, means that the group needs to quickly 
decipher who to trust. 

This hidden betrayer takes the form in Land Ahoy as the pirate mechanic, 
with both red and blue teams not knowing if they have a pirate or not. 
Along with the fact that Action Cards are played face down, enthusing the 
fear of the unknown.        

Transparency Transparency 
To User To User 

Cognitive Cognitive 
DissonanceDissonance 

Game ContextGame Context
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IDEATIONIDEATION
INITIAL DRAWINGS
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DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAINBOARD

Shown above is the development stages of the mainboards prototyping. It started of with a very simple rough prototype to gage scale and to quickly visualise 
the games mechanics, to a simple version developed enough to be used in the first playtesting session. Ah few issues arose during the first playtesting session, 
with it not being clear as to when to draw Action Cards. This was before the Productivity mechanic was added, and tracking how many cards needed to be 
drawn was not done visually, as a result, the productivity mechanic was added to visualise drawing cards. This initial prototype was also a smaller A4 size, with 
a lot of the featured designs not being on show yet. Feedback suggested that there needed to be a place for Action Cards to be drawn, as well as Event Cards, 
these changes can be clearly seen in the next prototype. 

The third prototype was also used in a round of playtesting, with it not only testing out the game mechanics, but also tested out the prototype manufacturing 
process. The self-adhesive clear plastic was tested for the first time and was a resounding success, with the only aspect needing improvement was the cutting 
method, where the paper print was slightly ripped whilst the guillotine was slicing the board in half, the board was simply cut print side down for the final 
prototype and resolved this issue. Game wise, the feedback was very positive, with players really enjoying the changes made to the game, with very positive 
feedback regarding the Productivity mechanic and its interaction with the morale mechanic, where players will need to compromise increasing morale to 
draw cards. This was extremely important, as one of the biggest issues from the first play test was that morale was too easy to increase.

The final improvements to the board included no mechanic changes, with visual improvements being made to the graphic design. The Crew Vote counter had 
unnecessary text removed, with the leave and remain indicators only located on the far ends of the counter, allowing room for larger numbers else where. As 
well as this, outlines were added to all the elements to make them more clear to see. Most changes made to the final prototype were physical, with the board 
being double layered.      
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DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF CARDS

The main playing cards in Land Ahoy, the Action Cards, went through 
a lot of changes, both for ideological and game play reasons. 

The first set of Action Cards only numbered to 25, with this number 
dramatically increasing to 40 in the final set. Cards such as apathy 
were added, to bulk out the deck, but mainly to add a voter turnout 
message to the game. There is a clear real-life parallel in the card 
having no affect on the game, showing how the lack of voter turnout 
has the same affect in the political system. 

Another major change was the inclusion of the Productivity mechanic  
in the Rum Ration Action Card and the Work Order Action Card. 
Where previously Rum Ration was far more powerful in the way 
it had no draw backs, it developed to reduce productivity whilst 
increasing morale and visa versa for Work Order. With the cards 
much more balanced, players had to use Rum Ration cards much 
more tactically than before, where they would just play them as soon 
as they were drawn.

The Ol’ Switcheroo Action Card was added as a direct result of card 
hoarding. There was a situation where a player was able to hold on 
to both Smear Campaign Action Cards for the entire game, leading 
to there being no change in Captaincy. With the increased amount 
of cards making it much less likely to draw both of the same type of 
rare card, and the rotation of Action Cards with the introduction of 
The Ol’ Switcheroo, meant that no one was able to stop others from 
drawing a type of card, and the Captain changing multiple times as 
intended.  

Another major change, was in the card rarity colour indications. With 
brown signifying that an Action Card is common (being 5 duplicates  
in the deck), blue indicating that an Action Card is rare (there being 
2 duplicates in the deck), gold indicating that an Action Card is extra 
rare (there only being one of that card in the deck) and red indicating 
that an Action Card is a pirate card, where only pirates can use this 
type of card, with each card appearing twice, the same frequency as 
the blue rare cards. This was a direct response of user feedback, where 
players had to previously keep asking how many of a type of card 
there was. A much more simplistic approach was considered, with all 
cards have 5 duplicates in the deck, however this would not only limit 
the card types to all the same power of affect, but would also bulk the 
deck out far to much. 

User feedback suggested that it was far too hard for the pirates to win, 
with the pirate getting no where near to winning in the first playtest. 
As a result, the change of there being two pirates was introduced to 
the teams system, alone with Event Cards being much harsher on 
morale and Pirate cards being added. These cards can only exclusively 
be used by pirates and are in the game to help them out. On the flip 
side, if they are caught with a pirate card in hand, this could give them 
away. 

Players expressed their dislike for voting to exile others, with everyone 
agreeing it was necessary, but at the same time should be used 
sparingly. This was where the extra rare cards came in, with the Walk 
The Plank Action Cards being reduced from two to one in the deck,. 
Along with this, the Bury The Hatchet card was added in order to 
counter this. 

In terms of physical change, the graphic design changed very little, 
with the corners being rounded and art styles being made for almost 
all the cards. To improve on this, a professional artist would be hired   
to draw all the art in the game, like on the website Fiver. This would 
mean the art would be completed faster and to a better standard, 
although coming to a considerable cost.            
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DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT
TESTING AND ITS FEEDBACK

POST PLAYTESTING INTERVIEWS

• Too easy to build up morale – rum ration action card could 
do something else 
• Add an extra rare Parrot card that can discard someone’s 
card before it gets flipped (right before reveal stage).
• Add a rare card that switches people’s hands – hording cards 
was more of an issue than anticipated.
• Add extra personal objectives to spice things up.
• Add characters – could have one time use abilities. 
• Events should have more impact on crew voting. 
• Captain was too hard to change, whilst exiling people was 
too easy. 
• Pirate team needs a buff – could have special pirate cards 
that only they can use.
• Discard pile will be face down now. 
• Swapping cards was too clumsy, text will be changed to ‘this 
may be discarded’. 
• Counter to rum card – pirate card 

1. What boardgame (if any) do you tend to play? 

2. Was the boardgame fun to play? 

3. What would be your one improvement to the game?
 
4. What is your one favourite thing about the game?
 
5. Did the game cause discussion and debate? 

6. Would you say you applied your political beliefs during 
the game? 

7. What is the main real-life issue the game tries to 
highlight?

8. Are there any other underlining issues the game 
accentuates? If so, how important are they?

9. Was voter turnout an issue that the game emphasised 
enough? If not, how could it improve?  

10. Were all of the messages the game underlines clear 
enough? 

The testing stages were severely hindered by lock-down, as seen in the research stage 
multiple stages were planed, with different groups of people intended to be used, to 
ensure varied feedback, and to increase the sample size. Instead, two sets of group testing 
was done in house with the same group, and one small relatively unsuccessful test only 
with a different group. This online test did not really work, as the rule book had not been 
made yet and it was extremely difficult to show players how to play, when not interacting 
in person. 

The in person testing sessions proved to be extremely valuable, with many points and 
oversights being raised. For example, the frequency of cards drawn was overlooked, with 
players finding it hard to draw cards quickly enough to stay involved in the game, this 
was then later improved with the introduction of the productivity mechanic added to 
the game, and the discarded cards drawing others also introduced. Another oversight 
was the morale system, with players suggesting that increasing morale should be much 
harder, as a result, all aspects that increased morale were changed. 

The feedback also pointed out possible additions to the game to add more depth to 
the game. For example, the personal objectives were a direct response to user feedback 
wanting to work towards something else as part of their win conditions.

Feedback in terms of the underlining message of the game were also changed, with voter 
turnout not being obvious enough. It was previously thought that some might choose 
not to vote and in doing so would have a real-life parallel with voter turnout. Instead, no 
player say the use in not voting and dismissed the idea completely. With the introduction 
of he apathy card, this became more apparent. 

As seen on the left, players were interviewed after the final playtest, with the aim of 
gauging how effective the game was at highlighting the issues it underlines. 

The interview started off with chatting about general boardgame topics and transitioned 
into the underlining messages. Everyone agreed that the game created discussion and 
debate, with everyone expressing how fun it was to be apart of these discussions. Where 
people differed in their opinions for this question was in how this discussion and debate 
was similar to that of real-life discussion and debate. Some said that it has pointed out 
the need for them to improve their debating skills, whilst others said that it showed the 
chaotic nature of politics. 

Not one player said that they applied their political beliefs to the game, with the context 
being taken out enough for cognitive dissonance to be eradicated from the game. 

Everyone seemed to have a slightly different answer for what the main issue the game 
highlights was. Everyone agreed to an extent that Brexit was the focus, but always 
explained it in a different way. Some directly explaining the leave and remain sides, 
whilst others talked about the distrust and breakdown in communication the game 
created, was comparable to Brexit. 

Other issues being highlighted was where the game struggled, with some seeing the 
arguments being a need for debating skills, some not seeing anything else, and only one 
person listing all of the issues underlined. 

Other comments that were mentioned was how the game would be good to kick-start 
discussion and others wanted to point out how much they generally enjoyed the game. 
All in all, mostly positive. 

This interview process, proved extremely valuable, with many design decisions being 
taken as a result of feedback. For example, the need for the game to point out the real-life 
issues underlining the game being listed in the back of the rule book, was as a result of 
people not seeing the secondary issues. 

It was also great to hear everyone’s opinions, with everyone having some form of unique 
answer. One interviewee said that the game could be interpreted in many different ways, 
with the portrayal of these issues being enough to cause discussion on their own.   
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My previous research project that is referenced throughout. Both pages of research have heavily contributed to the ongoing 
research of this project. 
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